THE EFFECT OF ECONOMIC EVENTS ON
VOTES FOR PRESIDENT: 1992 Update

This article updates through the 1992 election the equation originally presented in Fair (1978) explaining votes fur president. Prctious updates ure in
Fair (1982, 1988, ,199O). The cyuation made a large error in predicting the
1992 election (as will be seen), and much of this article is concerned with this
problem
The new results sugrst
that in Fomiing expectations
voters look
back further than the old results suggested they did.
The general model that is behind the equntion is reviewed in Section 1.
and the data that have been used are discussed in Section 2. Tlw equation is
theu q&ted,
estimated, and tested in Section 3. Section 4 contains predictions of the 1996 election, conditional on the state of the economy, and Section 5 concludes with some caveats.

1. A REVIEW OF THE GENERAL MODEL’
The main aim of the work in Fair (1978) was to provide a framework that is
general enough to enrwnpass
a number of theories of voting behavior. As~wne that there are only two political parties, Democratic (D) and Repuhlican (R), and consider a presidential election h&l at time t. (An election held
at time L will be referred to as election t.) Let Uf denote voter i’s expected
future utility if the Democratic candidate is elected, and let Uf denote the
some thing if the Republican candidate is elected. These expectations shoukl
he considered as being made at time t. Let V,, be a variable that is equnl to 1
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if voter i votes for the Democratic candidate and to 0 if voter i votes for the
Kepublican candidate. The first main postulate of the model is that

(1)
Let t~/l denote the last election looking backward from t that the Democratic puty was in power; let tr12 denote the second-to-last
clcction from f
that the Dewocratic
party was in power; let trl and ir2 denote the same
things fur the Hepublican puiy and let M, denote some measure of wonomic
pwforlnance
of the party in power during the four years’ prior to elcctiolrj. If
the Democratic party was in power at time t. then trll is equal to t; othewisc
trl is tqual to t. The second main postulate of the model is that

(2)
(3)
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aggregation assumption
is that there is an infinite number
of voters in each
distributed
beelection.
The last hvo assumptions
imply that I/, is uniformly
tween a + 6, and b + 4, where the i subscript
is now dropped
from ei. The
probability
density function For $I is l/(b - a) for a + 6, < JI < b + S, and 0
otherwise.
The cumulative
distribution
function
for @Iis ($ - a - &)/(b a) fbr n + 8, 5 $I 5 b + S,, 0 for I) < n + 8,. and 1 for $ > b + 8,.
Let V, denote
From

the above

the

Democratic

assumptions,
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of the

V, is equal

two-party

to the probability

or rqoal to T,, The probability
that $ is less than or equal
cumulative
distribution
function evaluuted
at q,, so that

v,= - 2-,-.e_L
b-a
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Mj = y,(.x-X’)

+yz (Yj-Y*)
+y, (5-Z’)
= (-7,X’
- %Y” - r3r)
+ r,X, + YZY, + Y35
= YO + Ylx, + YZyj + Y&

(11)

where Y,, = - Y,x’ - Y,y’ - yg”. x4, y’, and z’ can be thought of as
“norms.” If, for example, yI is positive, then values of Xi above its norm have
a positive effect on the measure of performance, and conversely for values of
X, below its norm. If the nornx are constant across time. which is assumed
here, they are absorbed in the constant term, ye, in equation 11.3
In the empirical work in Fair (1978) the hypothesis that & = & was tested
and accepted. In addition, the estimates of p were very large, and for practical
prposes
they were infinite. 1f p, = p3 and p is infinite, equation 9 becomes’
v, = a,, + u,p,.w,

+ U(

(12)

WIICM I, eq~& 1 if there is a Democratic incumbent
and - 1 if tbcrc
tlcpublic;u~ incumbent.
Substituting equations 10 and 11 into 12 yields:
V<= “0 + a,fi, y& + a@, y,XJ, + a,& yzY,l, + or,p, $,I<

is a

+ a$ + aa DPEH, + II<
(I.3
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(lQ71), p. 2488, suggests that LaFollette may have taken only about threefourths of his votes from the Democrats. The Republicans got 58 per‘%nt of
the House vote and the Democrats 42 percent. Coolidge got 54 percent of
the votes for president, compared to 29 percent for Davis and 17 percent for
LaFollette.
If it is assumed that Coolidge would have gotten 58 percent if
LaFollette
had not run (the same percentage
BS the House vote), then
LaFollette took 23.5 percent (4/17) f ram Coolidge and 76.5 percent (13/17)
V for 1924 was taken to be (VU + .765 x
from Davis. Consequently,
V3)l(VD + VR + V3). where VD is the Democratic vote. VR is the Republican vote, nnd V3 is the vote for LaFollette.
The 1924 election is the only election since 1916 in which a third-party
udjustment
was made. By not making an adjustment
for an election, it is
implicitly assumed that the percentage of the third-party votes taken from the
Democrats is the same as the Democratic share of the two-party vote. For
euumple, Clinton got 53.5 percent of the hvo-party vote in 1992, and there
were 20.412 million third-party votes, mostly for Perot. If it is assumed tlrat
Clinton would have received 53.5 percent of the third-party votes had there
been no third-party candidates, his share of the total vote would also have
been 53.5 percent. Hayncs and Stone (19941, fn. 2. p. 125. cite exit polls
suResting
that Perot took about equal amounts from both Clinton nnd Bush,
which is close to the implicit assumption
made here of 53.5 percent being
t&n from Clinton.”
It should be stressed that strong third-party
candidates pose a potential
problem for B study like the present one. If, (ix example, one were to nssnme
that Perot took all his votes from Bus I1 an d thus were to use as the Bepublican vote the sum of the Bush and Perot votes, the equation would no longer
show a large prediction error for 1992. While this would clearly br an vxtre~ue assumption,
Ladd (lQQ3) suggests tbut Perot may Irwe taken west of
his votes from Bush. Sow assumption abcut third-party votes has to bc m;vlc
in z*study like this, nnd in the following analysis one should be aware of what
Ius bcw ass~lnred here, particularly that Perot took about equal amounts
from Bush and Clinton in lQQ2. Fortunately
(for the analysis) most elections
have not bad strong third-party candidates.
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values of g2 and p8 for the 1QL)Zelection (1.10 and 3.32 percent. respectively)
and the coefficient estimates in Fair (1990). the 1988 equation predicts a
value of V of ,437, a substantial Democratic loss. The actual value is ,535, and
so the prediction error is .098. This error is 3.3 times the estimated standard
error of the equation, .0296, and it is far larger than any of the within-sample
prediction errors for the 19 elections in the 1916-1988 period.
A puzzling feature about the large error for 1992 is that the economy
clearly seemed to be a key issue in the 1992 election, probably the key issue.
This sugests
that the equation should have done well. since the theory behind the guation is that the economy affects voting behavior. It must be that
whatever aspects of the economy voters were focusing on in 1992, they were
nut captured well by g2 and p8.
In what follows I use the updated data discussed in Section 2 and information learned from the 1992 election to try to improve the explanatory power
of the equation. Much of the focus is on developing Itemative
measures of
economic performance.
Within the context of the general model in Section 1,
all of the estimation work was done under the assumption that p, = & and p
is infinite. The tests regarding p,, &, and p made in Fair (1978) were not
ropeattxl here.”
Updated

Data

The use of the updated data madt: B noticeable difference
to the 1988
equation even for the original estimation period of the equation, 1916-1988.
The time trend became insignificant. with its coefficient c&mate going from
.W36 with n f-statistic of 1.97 to - .0007 with a t-statistic of -0.35.
The
cocffcieut
estimate for g2 went from .0104 with a t-statistic of 5.30 to .0042
with a t-statistic
of 2.49, and the coefficient
estimate for 1~8 went from
- .0031 with a t-statistic of - 1.07 to - .0070 with a t-statistic of - 2.12. The
other thrL_ coefficient estimates lrad noticeable changes as weli. The fit of
the equation using the updated data WIS not as good, with a standard error of
.032.X and it had a larger outside-sample
prediction error for 1992-.I20
versus .098. Further estimation revealed that the main cause of these diffcrcnccs ws not the different treatmwt of the third puty in 1924 but the use ol
the updated GDP data-the
quarterly data prior to 1946 and the chain-link
data from 1959 on. Given these results, the time trend ws dropped from the
equation for the further estimation work.
It should be noted that by using the latest updated data, it is implicitly
assumed that compared to the old data thestt data b&ter approximate
the
economic conditions known to the voters at the time. If voters look at the
economic conditions around them and not at the numbers themselves, which
is assumed here, then one should always attempt to collect the most nccwa:
data.
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of Good News

Surveys of c~nsnrner sentiment and voter attitudes in 3991 and 1992 revealcdthat people were quite pessimistic about tlie economy.\+‘hywere people so unhappy abnnt the economy at the time nf the election in 19~2, given
tll;lt the inflation rate wils low and the growth rate in the first three quarters
of 1992 was 1.5 percent and thus nowhere near recession \,ah~rs?One might
hnve thought that people would have been at least nentr;ll. t&my answers
have been suggcstcd as to why people seemed so upset at Bush nbont the
exmomy. Maybe people felt that Bnsh was not pnrticnhn-lyintvrrstcd in thcl
econumy; rnuyLe they were concerned with increased foreign competition;
nn~ybethe fact that white-c&r workers were hit Ilardcr than nsnnl in the
I9QC- IQ91 recession incre’ilscd the general glnonr; nlayhe the prt~ wns tno
ncgativcand con~%~cod
people that times were worse than they renlly acre;
z~nrlmaybepeoplewere conccmedabout a perceivedgrowing inanne i&n&
ity nnd B I& of “go& jobs at gocxlwages.”

To test this idea. n “good news” varkd~lc,denoted II, wils cnnstructcd. This
v~trinhlr is the nnmher of qnnrtrrs nf the first fiftr~r~nquarters of ench pt+nd
nf a presidentin xllninirtrxtion in which the growth rate is greater tlran r
percent. In the estimation work. values nf r of behvetm 2.0 and 4.0 wwc tried
in incrcmcnts of .I. nnd the vnhx of 2.Q gave the hest fit. n is thns d&rcd
hcrc for r = 2.9. A verinLlc wns nlso tried ttiat was the silmc ns R except thxt
the lirst fnnr qnxttcrs of eachadministmtion wwc excluded.This vnri;Ue wz
dmninnted bv n in the sense that when both vxiabies were included in the
cqm~tirm.n Was sign&W
and the other vari&le wns not.
Tnhle A in the nppendix shows that n is 0 for thr Bnsh ;~dministmtiol,, the
only xlministration in the teble for which this is trne. Morn tvill be said bclebw
about the results using II. (As discossod b&w, n ~1s not nsed for the &ctions of I QZIJ, 1944, snd lQ4H.)
How Far Back Do Voters Look in Forming

Future Expectations?

A key qnestion of interest is how rnnch history x>ototers
IW in forming thc?r
nxpvctnti~rnsnf the future ~~c0nrnnicperformance of il pnrticnlar party. In
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work on the equation it appeared that voters were quite myopic,
l&using only on growth in the two or three quarters before the election and
on infhrtion in the two-year period before the election. In the current work,
howcvcr, the fact (as will be seen) that n is an important explanatory variable
suggests that voters may look back over the whole fifteen-quarter
period in
lbrming expectations
of how the incumbent
party would do in the future.
This is Further supported in the current work by the fact (as will be seen) that
1’15, the absolute value of the inflation rate in the fifteen quarters before the
election, dominates p8. (~15 was thus used in place of p8 in the final version.)”
Regarding the growth-rate variable, in previous work the data have not
been able to discrimiwte
between the growth rate in the second and third
quarters of the election year, g2, and the growth rate in the first, second, and
third quarters of the election year. g3. In the current work, however. g3 was
significant and g2 was not when both were included in the equation. Likewise, g3 dominated g4, where g4 is the growth rate in the four quarters
before the election. g3 was thus chosen for the final version. The facet that &3
is an important
explnnatoy
variable suggests that even though voters may
iook back the full fifteen quarters in helping form their expectations
(as rufleeted in n and ~15). ewnts in the year of the election are given special
weight (as reflected in g3).

The Elections

of 1920, 1944, and 1948

In looking at economic-performance
measures, it is hard to know what to
do about the war years. The fifteen-quarter
period before the 1920 election is
dominated by World War I, and the fifteen-quarter
periods before the 1944
and 1948 elections are dominated by World War II. These periods may differ
in kind from the other petiods. To t’y to acuxmt for this problem, the assumption was nude that the axfficients
for inflation (~15) and good news (II)
are jrero for these three elections. Voters are assumed to consider the other
variables in the equation, inchding g3. but not n and ~15. As will be seen
below, this assumption
leads to one extra coefficient being estimated. The
new variable introduced
for this specification is DWAH, which is 1 for the
1920, 1944, and 1948 &&ions and 0 othetise.

Incumbency Variables
Aoother tack for improving the equation may beto broaden the group of
incumbency
variables used. (The two used in equation 13 are Z and DPZ+X.)
In particular. the studies of Abramowit~ (1988), Campbell and Wink (1990).
Haynes and Stone (1994), and Fackler and Lin (1994) have used some measure of how long B party has been in the White House without a break to help
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explain votes for president. It is argued that, other things being equal, voters
eventually get tired of B party if it has boon in power a long time. For the
work here five versions of a duration variable, denoted DUR, were tried. The
general version of DUR WBStaken to be 0 if the incumbent party has been in
power for only one or hvo consecutive terms, 1 [ - l] if the Democratic [Republican] party has been in power for three consecutive terms. 1 + k [ - (1
+ k)] if the Democratic [Republican] p&y has been in power for four coosecutive terms, 1 + 2k [-Cl + 2kJi)lif the Democratic [Republican] party
has been in power for five consecotive terms, and so on. In the empirical
work, vidoes of k of 0, .25, .5, .75, and 1.0 were tried, and the best results
were obtained for B value of 25. IX/R is thus defined here f& k = .25.
The Final Version’a
To summarize, the final version 01 the eqoatioo differs from the 1988 eqostion in the following ways: (1) the time trend is dropped, (2) g3 replwes ~2.
(3) ~11.5rrplaws pR, (4) n is added, (5) the cocff~cients of 7115 and n WC
ussumcd to bc 0 for the 1920, 1944, and 1948 rlwtions (thr “war” elections),
:md (6) DUR is added.
The assumption that the coefficirrrts of 1115 and n arr zero for the war
olectiom means that thesr wriables Co&r the equation as p15.I.(1 - DWAN)
and ,,.I.(1 - LIWAl<). In addition. thr coostut term in equation 11 is
rlilT&nt fiw the three war c&ions (bcoause ‘/2 and y? ara 0 for tlw wi&r
elections and thcw coeffirirnts make up pwt of the ronst;mt term). Dt.note
the constant term for the three war electiow as y;,. Then the oew twm ~~ddt:d
to cqwtion 13 is ol,fl,y&I,lIWAR,.
The tisumptioo &out the war electiorrs
thus Icads to ooe extm corfficient being estitwtcd. The firral vcrsioo of cqontiorl 13 is thus

The Estimates
The rrsults of estiloating equation 14 for thee sample pwiods, 191fi-1992,
1916-1988. ud 1916-1960, are pr~sonttrl in Table 1. All the coefficierrt estirwtos xc’ significant for the first sample period crcept for the coefficient of I.
(The coeficicnt of Z simply reflects the constsnt trrm in equation 1I for the
wnwar ebctioos.) The cwfficieot estimutes we .N65 for g3, - .0083 for p 15,
aorl .OO9Yfor n. Thus, an iocrcase of 1 pcrccot;lge poiot io the growth rate in
the thrw quwtt”rs before the election incrcnscs the vote share by .65 perccot*gc points, and au increase of 1 percrntnp: point ill the infhttion rat<. owr thca
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of Equation

14

V=o,+o,I+a,l.
DWAR+a&3.
1. (1 - DWAR)
+qlS.

I

+oy .I.

(1 - DWAR)
+o,DPER+@lJR

Sample:

1916-1992
,468
(Qu.62)
- ,034
(- 1.26)
,047
(2.09)
.m65
(6.03)
- mm
( -3.40)
.a99
(4.46)
,052
(4.58)
- .a24
( - 2.23)
.OlSlJ
.960
2,s
20

,501

191619f!8

(124%
- ,015
( - 0.75)
,016
(O.BH)
.I”70

(11.Wj
- 0093
(-5.21)
(3%
(7%:
- ,017
C-2.14)
.013x
,981
1.90
19

1916-1960
,463
(MX.OS)
- .028
j-1.31)
,031
(1.50)
.0976
(8.95)
- ~3066
(- 1.98)
(3Y
.063
(5.80)
- ,016
(- 1.98)
.a133
,990
1.21
12
,463

lifteewquarter
period ducrcases the vote share by .83 percentage
points.
Each quarter in which thr growth rate is greater than 2.9 percent adds .9Y
percentage points to tha vote share. The cocflicient estimates of UPEH and
UUIi are of the expected signs, positive and negative respectively. The cstimated standard error of the quution
is less than 2 percentage
points at
.Ol%J, and the (within-sample)
prediction for 1992 actually has Clinton winning with 50.1 percent of the two-party vote!
The second sample period in Table 1 drops the 1YYZ observation, and this
has a noticeable effect on some of the coefficient estimates. The cocflicient
estimate for n falls from .ooYY to .0064, although it is still sib@cant,
and the
cwfficient
estimate for DPEH rises fmm ,052 to .061. These changes are as
expected. When the 1992 obsewation ii added, an increase in the cwctfficient
of n helps explain the low share for Bush (remcmbcr,
n is low for the 1992
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eltx%ion), as does II Fail in the coefficient of the person variable, DPER (since
Bush was an incumbent
nmning again). The (outside-sample)
prediction for
l99Z is ,467, which given the actual value of ,535, is a prediction error of
,068. The estimated standard error of the equation is only .OIGH, which then
rises to .0190 wphen the 1992 observation is added.
The third sample period in Table 1 ends in 1960. The main result hem is
that the coefficient estimates for this sample period are very similar to the
coefficient estimates for the 1916-1988
period except perhaps for 05. The
equation is quite stable in this respect.

Prediction Errors
The prediction errors for the equations estimated for tire Sirst a~1 third
sample periods arc prescntcd in Table 2 The errors for the 1916-1992 cquation are all within-sample,
but the errors fix the 1916-1960 equation are
outside-sample
from 1964 on. As expected. given the small estimated st;mdart1 errors, tbc prediction errors are gcnrrally small in Table 2. The largest
error for each equation occurs in 1992. where tire Democratic vote sbarc is
nndcqxedicted.
TABLE 2. Prediction

lYl6

,920
1924
192X
1932
I%3ti
,940
I’944
IY4X

IY52
1’356
IYMI

,517
,361
.41R
,412
,592
.I%!5
,550
.53x

,524
.44fi
,422
,501

1x4

,613

KM%
1972
1976
19u3xo
1984
1988
1997.

.4Y6
,382
,511
,447
,408
.4fil
.535

Errors

.4Y5
,382

,022
- ,021

.5Oi
.3ftR

,419

- .ool

,424

,427
,607
,629
,553
,522
,518
,449
,417
.4Y4
,617
..504
,382
SO7
,446
,087
,489

- ,015
-.OlS

,007
- ,004
- .ODR
- ,010
,004
,001
.021
- .02H

,551
.53 L
52x
,446
,413
.4&9
.wD
,495
.376
,491
,453
.37.3
,480

501

.O.M

.4tx?

-.,x14
-.003
.Olli
.a06
- ,003
,005

Ku

.OlO

.Wl
.IM

,020
-.GiM
.1115
-- .OIY
.072
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Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the errors in Table 2 is the string
of vay small errors between 1964 and 1988 for the second equation. These
BE all outside-sample
errors, and, for example. the error for the 1988 election
is outside sample by 28 years. The mean absolute error for these seven crrws
is only ,014. If the 1992 error of ,072 is added, the mean absolute error rises
to .021.
An equation like the present voting equation should be judged according to
the size of its errors and not according to how many winners it correctly
predicted. From B least squares point of view, a close election predicted incorrectly as to winner hut with B small error is better than a landslide predied
correctly GS to winner but with a large error. Nevertheless, most people
can’t resist pointing out the elections in which the winner was not predicted
cor~ctly. For the 1916-1992 equation, the elections that were predicted incorrectly 8s to the winner we the elections of 1916 (error of .022), 19tW
(error of .OOi), and 1968 (error of - ,008). For the 1916-1960 equation, the
eluctions are 1960 (error of .012), 1976 (error of ,020). and 1992 (error 01
,072). The errors for these elections are all small except the error for the 1992
clcction.

Adding

Other Variables

both wcrc
It Ius already bean nvzntioned that g3 doruiuated g2--when
inch&d
in the equation gG was significant and g2 was uot. Similarly, g.3
dominated g4, and ~15 dominated $3. The following is a brief discussion of
other valiables that were tried.
If voters look hack the Full fifteen quarters, an altcrwtive
to II is the growth
rate over the full fifteen quarters, gls. When g1.5 I (I- D\li4R) was added
to the equation, it had a coefficient estimate of the wrong (negative) sign and
a I-statistic of - 1.63. The coeffcient estimate of 11was still significunt and of
the expected sign. n thus dominates g15.
Another possibility is that the average uncmploymunt
rate over the first
fifteen qunrters of an administration,
~15, affects voters. When u15
1
(1 -DIVAH) WBSadded, it trad B t-statistic of only -0.24. Average onemployment rates for various suhpcriods also were not significant. This result is
consistent with the original work in Fair (1978), where unemployment-rate
levels were not significant.
Iiaynes and Stone (1994) used an armed forces variable in one of their
specifications. The variable was the percentage change in the proportion
of
the population in the armed forces in the two-year period before the election,
which is denoted a8 in the appendix When a8 I was addedto the equation,
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such as a variable based on an answer to a question about what you think the
economy or your own personal situation will be like in six months, or the
result of expectations.
such as n variable based on MI answer to a question
about which candidate you currently prefer or think you will vote for. The
present approach models expectations based on fundamental
historical information, and it would be inappropriate
to use suwey responses, which are
themselves expressions of expect&ions.‘”
This argument
about survey variables also pertains at least somewlrat to
stock-price variables. Cleisner (1992) a<Id s a stock-price variable, the rate of
change in the Dow-Jones average from January to October of the election
yew, to the 1988 equation and hnds that the variable is significant. llayves
and Stone (1994) use this sune variable in their two alternatives to the equation. A potential problem with this procedure from an explanatory point ol
view is that stock prices primarily refed future expectations rattler than help
lixm such expectations. In this sense they are like ~nsuws to survey questions
about one’s view of the future. Again, there is nothing wrong with using stockprice wriables to try to help predict voting outcomes. but they may not be
uppropridtte M variables within the context of the general model in Section 2.
Thus, Gleisner
(lQQ2) and flaynes and Stone (lQQ4) may not have “inproved” the equation, as they suggest. but rather are estimating a different
kind of equation, B prediction equation. If this is so, then their results should
be compared to the results of the studies mentioned in footnote 16.
4. CONDITIONAL

PREDICTIONS

OF THE 1596 ELECTION

The equation developed in this article can be used to make predictions
conditional
on the economy. If Clinton mns for reelection in 1996. all the
incumbency
variables arc known, and the equation (with the coefficients from
the 1916lQQ2 estimation period) becomes:
v = .‘I859 + .0065g3 - .00831,15 + .0099i,

(15)

Given assumptions
about g3, ~15, and n, equation 15 can be used to make
predictions
of V. Remember tlrat g3 and n pertain to growth rates of per
capita real GDP. Since the U.S. population is currently growing at an annual
rate of about 1 percent, the gmwth rates to use for the present calculations
are 1 less than the non-per capita rates normally quoted in the press.
At the time of this writing (October 4, 1994) six quarters worth of data
(1993:1-19942)
are iwailable for the Clinton administration.
The growth rate
over this period has been 1.6 percent at an annual rate, nnd there have been
two quarters in which the growth rate exceeded 2.9 percent-1990:4
at 4.14
percent and 19942 at 2.91 percent. The inflatiw rate has been 2.8 p+?rwnt at
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an annual rate. The current consensus view about the future course of the
economy is that the (per capita) growth rate will be about 1.5 percent
through 1996 and that the inflation rate till be around 3 percent. If, say, g3
turns out to be 1.5, ~15 turns out to be 3. itnd there are no more quarters of n
growth rate grater than 2.9, so that n turns out to he 2, then the prudioted
value of V is .49Q55, which would be a Clinton loss in a close race. If one of
the remaining nine quarters before the election has a growth rate greater
than 2.9. so that n is 3. then the predicted value of V is .50045, which is
<?ssrntially B dead heat. In general, unless the current consensus view about
the economy is quite far off, the basic story from the equation is that the lQQ6
election will be close with a slight edge for the Republicans.

5. CONCLUSION
The main new result from this update is that when voters form txpcctations, they appwn to look back F[lrther than the earlier results suggested they
did. Although the growth rate in the year of the clcction is still an important
variable, so iwe the infliltion rate over the whole fifteen-quarter
period and
the mm&r
of quarters of high growth over the whole period.
It is &w that data mining may br a serious problem in a study like the
present one, and the following are a few of the caveats that should bc kept in
mind about the equation:
1.

0.

3.
.i.
<
5
6.
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1992 period, it does a remarkable job in explaining votes for president. The
estimated standard error is less than 2 percentage
points, and the largest
within-sample
error is only 3.4 percentage points. The equation also does well
in predicting
the elec%ions from 1964 on, with the exception of the 1992
election, when estimated only through 1960. In this sense the equation is very
stable. The equation is sensible theoretically in that it falls within the general
model discussed in Section 1.
On the other hand, if one just looks at the caveats, one might say that Fair
is at it again and has found an equation that explains the past well but is not
likely to explain the future well. One might say that the equation is likely to
be seriously misspecified, in part because it is likely to be overparameterized.
and such an equation is not likely to do well in explaining the future.
Time will tell which view is right. If, conditional on the economy, the equution predicts the next two or three elections within 2 or 3 percentage points,
there may be something to it. Otherwise, I will have to keep searching or
retire.
Ack,lnwlu~l~rrrents.

I am indebted to Al

for helpfirl Comments.

Klewick,

Sharon Oster, and two referees
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TABLE A. Selected Data
I
-

v

0.4976
1884 0.5015
18XX o.sO41
1892 0.5173
1696 0.4776
0.4683
l9W
1904 0.3999
1908 0.4552
1912 0.4529
1916 0.5168
1920 0.3612
1924 0.417fi
I928 0.4118
1932 0.5916
1‘936 0.6246
1946 0.5506
1944 0.5377
194x 0.5237
1952 0.4460
I 9.56 0.4224
1960 0.5(x)9
Is64 0.6134
196x 0.4!%0
1972 0.3821
197fi 0.5105
I9HO 0.4470
‘984 0.40H3
19RK 0.4610
1992 0.5:Ms
1880

1
- 1
- 1
1
- 1
1
-1
- 1
-1
- 1
1
1
-1
-1
- 1
1
1
1
1
1
- 1
- 1
1
1
- 1
- 1
1
- 1
- 1
- 1

DPER

g3

P15

n

0

3.679
1.974
1.589 1.055 9
4
- 5.553 0.604 3
2.763 2.274 8
- 10.024 3.410
0.02
6
0.00
- 1.425 2.548
8
- 1.00
- 2.421
1.442 5
-1.25
- 6.2Rl
1.879 6
- 1.56
4.164 2.172 10
0.00
2.229 4.252 3
1.M) - 11.4fi3 16.535 5
0.00
- 3.872 5.161 10
- 1.06
4.623 0.163 7
- 1.25 - 15.574 6.657 3
0.00
12.625 3.387 9
1.00
2.420 0.553 8
I.25
2.910 6.432 13
1.50
3.105 10.36Y 3
0.910 2.256 7
1.75
0.00
2.132 6
- I.479
- 1.00
0.020 2.299
5
OSMJ
4.%50 1.201 II
1.00
4.712
3.1fio
9

0

o.wl
-1.00

0

0
1
-1
0

-1
0
0
-1
I
”
-1
0
-1
1
1
1
1
0
-1
0
1
-1

L
-I
0
-I

DUR

-1.75
- 2.00
0.00
0.06

0.00
OSXI
~1.W
-1.25

5.716

3.411
-3.512
5.722
2.ti4
1.4%

4.762

7.604
7.947
5.296
3.392
3.634

6
6

5
7
5
0

.@5
-0.444
7.636
-0.449
3.992
-2.013
4.826
1.887
0.612
3.404
- 1.243
-0.575
4.196
2.226
-8.897
8.196
2.220
11.492
-5.822
3.361
0.598
0.415
4.604
4.174
1.‘965

1.011
1.706
,.!m1
2.345
0.008

,‘15

a8

NA
NA

K
NA
NA
NA
- 2.064
14.560
-1.854
9.907 -28.760
4.173
- 2.296
3.947
4.244
5.640
1.238
6.540
3.921
3.013 -64.432
6.547
- 3.445
3.053
-0.13s
12.133
- 2.609
21.167
6.706
16.387
24.9!?2
4.640
67.350
3.331 -36.201
4.496
45.510
4.253
-9.342
5.477
-4.313
5.x(x)
- 2.659
3.‘344
5.001

5.131
- 13.530

6.665

- 2.6i52

6.6iY

- 1.039

9.,x,3
6.055
6.662

0.127
- I.888
--SW3
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1973, where each observation is multiplied by 2.47587; 1959:3-1992:4:
the
ratio of nominal GDP above to the values (divided by 100) in Table 7.1, line
6. in U.S. Department
of Commerce,
1981, and updates. The 2.47587 number is for splicing. It is the ratio of hvo numbers. The first is nominal GDP in
‘Mle 1.1 in U.S. Department
of Commerce, 1981, for 1959:3 divided by the
chain-link price index in Table 7.1, line 6, in U.S. Department
of Commerce,
1981, for 1959:3. The second is real GNP in Table 1.2 in U.S. Department
of
Commerce,
1973, for 1959:3.
Pqnrlation
1873-1928: pp. 200-201.
the Census. 1993, where

All4 series. in U.S. Department
of Commerce,
Buresu uf
each observation was multiplied by 1.000887; 1929-1945:
Table 8.2 in U.S. Department of Commerce, 1992: 1946:1-lQ92:4: Table 8.2 in U.S.
Department of Commerce, 1092. Tubie 8.2 in U.S. Department of Commerce,
lQMl,
and updates. Quarterly observations prior to 1946 were obtained by interpolating the
armwl observations
using the method presented
in Fair (1994), Table B.6. The
l.OW887 number is for splicing. It is the ratio of the All4 series in U.S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1993, for 1929 to the value in Tuble 8.2 in U.S.
Department
of Commerce, 1992, for 1929.
Unemploylllerlt

Rate

IRIO-1928: pp. 212-213, Bl series (Lebergott) in U.S. Department
of Comurerce,
Bureau of the Census, 1993; 1928-1947: p. 213. B2 serirs (BLS) in U.S. Drpartmcnt
of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, 1993; ]anuirly 194%Dece,&r
lQ51: LHUR
vwinble in Citibase; 1952:1-19924:
Ult variable in Fair (1994) multiplied by 1tWJ.
Quarterly averages of the monttdy dtbto were taken for the Citibase data. Only annu~rl
dztta were used prior to 1948-each
quarterly obsewation fur a year was vaken to bc
the yearly obselvetion.
l‘lre Lnwel of the Anned F<,rce.s
1%X-1951: Tables A-3 and A-l.5 in Ludd, 1993; 1952:1-lYW2:
]Af vwiable in Fair
(IQ%). Only annwnl data were used prior to 1952-e&r
quwtrrly observation Six a
yv-ar WBJ taken to be the yearly observation.
Economic

Variables Used or Tried in the Paper

Let Y bc Real GDP divided by Population, P be Numinat CUP divided by Real CDl’,
Cl be the Unemployment
Rate, and A be the Invt?l of the AmmedForces divided by
Population. Let subscript k denote the ktb quarter witbin tbr sixteen-quarter pexiud
of un administration
and let ( - 1) denote tbc vari;d,lc lagged one sixteen-quarter
pw
id. Finally, let ,,k be the grwtb rate of Y in quarter k (tit an annwal rate). which is
((Y#,_,)d1) 100 for qwtrrs
2 tbr”ugtl 16 snd ((Y,/Y,,( - 1))4- I)
IWJ lor
qeartw 1. The emnomic variables osod in the uticle are:
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((Y,5/Y15)~4mJ1) 100
((Y,,lY,p3)-1) loo
((YIS/Y,,p’~J-l)~
100
((Y,,/Y,6( - I))‘~““‘1) 100
I((fyP,p1) 1001
I((P,,/P,,( - l))‘“‘“‘1) 100
Number of quarters in ttre first fifteen quortcrs of an ;&ninirtration
which yx is greater than 2.9
(v,J+u,,+...+u,)/15
((A15/A,)‘“‘“!- 1) 100
(X::“” x qlh_*m:f”
A’)
NOTES

in

